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(1) the claim that John made (is false)   (2) the claim that John made (a mistake) 

When there is a temporary structure ambiguity, the parser does not wait until the end of the sentence 

before analyzing it, but bets on one analysis. This is at the basis of so-called garden path effects, which 

involve re-analysis when the initial choice turns out to be wrong. In this talk we claim that we learn a 

lot about what influences the initial choice of the parser and about the status of RCs and NCCs in the 

grammar by finding out whether a speaker initially goes for the RC interpretation or for the NCC 

interpretation in sentences like (1) and (2). We tested the direction of the garden path effect (if any) in 

two experiments monitoring eyes movements in a self paced reading talk (28 participants each). 

Experiment 1: Italian participants read 24 object RCs (3a) and the corresponding NCCs (3b). Seven 

nouns allowing for RC or NCC continuation were used. NCCs and RCs differ only in critical area 3. 

Experiment 2:  participants read subject RCs (4a) and the corresponding NCCs (4b) with the same 

seven nouns. In both experiments, we manipulated within items whether the sentence was a RC or a 

NCC and each pair of sentences only differed in region 3. We submitted reading times measures (total 

reading times, first pass reading times and regressions measures) of regions 2, 3 and 4 to a series of 

mixed effects models. In all the models, the length (in characters) of the regions was included as a 

covariate. Additionally, for each noun we estimated the bias towards subject RC, object RC or NCC. 

Such biases were included in the regression analysis, in order to control for effects of frequency.  

      1              2      3            4        5

(3a)   Il progetto che       il sindacato            sosteneva fra            gli operai          irritò la Confindustria 

            the plan that           the Unions         supported among        the workers         annoyed the tycoons 

“The plan that the Trade Unions supported among workers annoyed the tycoons” 

      1              2      3            4        5

 (3b)  Il progetto che        il sindacato             sostenesse                  gli operai         irritò la Confindustria 

           the plan that      the Unions         supported-SUB           the workers         annoyed the tycoons 

 “The plan that the Trade Unions would support the workers annoyed the tycoons”  

      1               2      3           4        5

 (4a)  Come sempre l’insinuazione che          creava                  scandalo            veniva dai giornali 

             As  usual  the insinuation that        created                   scandal             came from the press 

“As usual, the insinuation that fabricated a scandal came from the press” 

      1               2      3           4        5

 (4b)  Come sempre  l’insinuazione che         creassero               scandalo             veniva dai giornali 

As  usual             the insinuation that      created-SUBJ           scandal              came from the press 

 “As usual, the insinuation that they were fabricating a scandal came from the press” 

Results of Experiment 1: at region 3, first pass fixations and total times did not differ, but NCCs caused 

significantly more regressions than object RCs.  

Results of Experiment 2: at region 3, first pass fixations and total times were significantly longer in 

NCCs than in subject RCs and furthermore there were more total regressions in NCCs. NCCs caused 

longer reading times in region 4 too, whereas, as expected, the two structures did not differ in region 2. 

The consistency of measures in critical region 3 in Experiment 2 suggests that subjects are led down the 

garden path in NCCs, since they initially go for the RC interpretation. The same conclusion emerges 

from late measures in Experiment 1, as NCCs require re-analysis at region 3. So, a RC interpretation is 

initially chosen whenever a temporary ambiguity arises, both with subject and object RCs.  

2. RCs are complex, since they contain a filler-gap dependency. Furthermore, there is consensus in the 

literature that object relatives are particularly hard to process. Since NCCs contain no gap, a natural 

assumption is that they are simpler. If so, why do subjects initially go for the most difficult structure? 

A possible answer might be that frequency matters. But: frequency of what? We could determine that  

frequency biases of the 7 nouns towards subject RC, object RC or NCC had no effect whatsoever in 

experiment 1 and a negligible effect in experiment 2, as we will discuss. So, if frequency matters, this is 

the frequency bias of RCs as opposed to the frequency bias of NCCs.  Of course, RCs are bound to be 

more frequent than NCCs, since each noun that admits a NCC can be modified by a RC, but clearly not 
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the other way around (in fact, only a small subset of nouns can take NCCs). So, frequency of the 

construction might seem to explain the initial preference for RCs and the garden path effect with NCCs. 

However, this cannot the end of the story. First, the explanation based on the frequency bias of a 
grammatical construction runs the risk of being circular (why is something difficult to parse? Because it 

is not frequent. Why is it not frequent? Because it is difficult to parse). Frequency can have a 

magnifying effect, but ultimately the asymmetry between the two constructions must be due to 

something else. Furthermore, RCs are supposed to be more difficult, due to the presence of a gap, so it 

is puzzling that they are chosen over an (alleged) simpler alternative. In the second part of the talk, we 

will show that this pattern makes sense at the light of Donati and Cecchetto’s (2011) view of 

relativization and noun complementation. 

3. First of all, under the raising analysis (Kayne, 1994, Bianchi 1999 a.o.), RCs are not adjuncts in the 

sense of phrase structure theory. According to Donati and Cecchetto’s (2011) version of the raising 

analysis, RCs are really akin to head-complement configuration at the right level of abstraction. Under 

their account, the head in (5) is a lexical item which relabels the structure, hence nominalizing it, by 

virtue of its word status.  

 (5)  [D The [N book that I saw [D book]] 

The fact that the head provides the label when it is internally merged with the RC makes relativization 

very similar to the configuration where a head provides a label when it is externally merged with its 

complement.  

4 Donati and Cecchetto also argue extensively that nouns do not take complements, and that NCCs in 

general are not indeed complements despite their name, but late inserted adjuncts. Among the 

arguments they offer: 

a.  Theta criterion exemption. So-called complements of nouns are never required for the structure to be 

acceptable, unlike the complements of transitive verbs. 

b. Constituency Tests Standard constituent tests indicate that, while verb plus internal argument always 

form a constituent, noun plus alleged complement is not: a pronoun can replace the determiner+noun 

unit without replacing the alleged complement of the noun (6); 

(6) a. Ho visto [il padre di Gianni]    b. Ho visto quello di Gianni 

     I have seen the father of Gianni       I have seen that of Gianni 

c. Islands The distribution of island effects supports the hypothesis that nouns do not take real 

complements. While in the verbal domain there is an argument-adjunct asymmetry for extraction 

(roughly, only adjunct clauses are islands), in the nominal domain no asymmetry arises. Both RCs and 

NCCs are islands (cf. the Complex NP Constraint).  

So Donati and Cecchetto reverse standard wisdom: they see complementation where other approaches 

see adjunction (RCs) and they see adjunction where other approaches see complementation (NCCs). 

Adopting this reversed perspective, the results of experiments 1 and 2 make sense, if the parser chooses 

the basic head-complement configuration over an adjunction configuration in case the incoming string 

is temporarily ambiguous between these two analyses. RCs are structurally similar to the very basic 

head-complement configuration, while the NCCs are more similar to the less central adjunction 

configuration.

5. We will conclude by discussing Chomsky/Lebeaux sentences (which are a problem for any version 

of the raising analysis), namely the fact that Principle C effects are supposed to be stronger in NCCs

like (8) than in RCs like (9). Chomsky/Lebeaux’s account relies on late insertion of RCs as opposed to 

NCCs, but this is incompatible with the view defended in this talk.  

(8) ??  Which report that Johni is incompetent did hei submit? 

(9) ? Which report that Johni revised did hei submit? 

We will claim instead that both sentences display a weak Principle C effect under reconstruction, but 

(9) sounds more degraded because it involves a garden path effect on the top of the Principle C effect. 

This parsing explanation is more compatible with the fact observed by Lasnik 1998 that with other pair 

of sentences the Chomsky/Lebeaux contrast exemplified in (8) and (9) effaces. 
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